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It appears to have been the common practice of

antiquity , to make provision during peace, for the

necessities of war, and to hoard up treasures before

hand as the instruments either of conquest or defence ;

without trusting to extraordinary impositions, much

less to borrowing, in times of disorder and confusion.

Besides the immense sums which were amassed by

Athens, and by the Ptolemies, and other successors

ofAlexander ; we learn from Plato, * that the frugal

Lacedemonians had also collected a great treasure ;

and Arriant and Plutarchſ take notice of the riches

which Alexander got possession of on the conquest

* Alcib . 1 . + Lib. iii,

Plut. in vita Alex. He makes these treasures amount to

80,000 talents, or about 15 millions Sterl. Quintus Curtius (lib.

v. cap. 2.) says, that Alexander found in Susa above 50,000 ta

Jents,
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of Susa and Ecbatana, and which were reserved,

some of them , from the timeof Cyrus. If I remem

ber right, the scripture also mentions the treasure of

Hezekiah and the Jewish Princes ; as profane his

tory does that of Philip and Perseus, kings of

Macedon . The ancient republics of Gaul had com

monly large sums in reserve.* Every one knows

the treasure seized in Rome by Julius Cæsar,

during the civil wars ; and we find afterwards,

that the wiser emperors, Augustus, Tiberius, Ves

pasian , Severus, & c, always discovered the prudent

foresight of saving great sums against any public

exigency.

On the contrary our modern expedient, which

has become very general, is to mortgage the public

revenues, and to trust that posterity will pay off

the incumbrances contracted by their ancestors : and

they having before their eyes so good an example

of their wise fathers, have the same prudent reliance

on their posterity ; who, at last, from necessity more

than choice , are obliged to place the same

confidence in a new posterity . But not to waste

time in declaiming against a practice which appears

ruinous beyond all controversy, it seems pretty ap

parent , that the ancient maxims are, in this respect,

more prudent than the modern ; even though the

latter had been confined within some reasonable

bounds, and had ever, in any instance, been attended

with such frugality, in timeofpeace,as to discharge

the debts incurred by an expensive war. For why

should the case be so different between the public and

an individual, as to make us establish differentmaxims

* Strabo . lib . iv,
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of conduct for each ? If the funds of the former be

greater , its necessary expences are proportionably

larger ; if its resources be more numerous they

are not infinite ; and as its frameshould be calculat

ed for a much longer duration than the date of a sin

gle life , or even of a family, it should embracemaxims,

large, durable , and generous, agreeably to the sup

posed extent of its existence. To trust to chances

and temporary expedients is , indeed, what the

necessity of human affairs frequently renders una

voidable; but whoever voluntarily depend on such

resources, have not necessity , but their own folly , to

aceuse for their misfortunes, when any such befal

them . .

If the abuses of treasures be dangerous, either by

engaging the state in rash enterprizes, or making it

neglect military discipline, in confidence of its riches;

the abuses of mortgaging aremore certain and inevi

table ; poverty, impotence, and subjection to foreign

powers.

According to modern policy, war is attended with

every destructive circumstance, loss of men ,

increase of taxes , decay of commerce, dissipation of

money, devastation by sea and land . According to

ancient maxims, the opening of the public treasure,

as it produced an uncommon affluence of gold and

silver, served as a temporary encouragementto indus

try, and atoned, in some degree, for the inevitable

calamities of war. ,

It is very tempting to a minister to employ such

an expedient, as enables him to make a great figure

during his administration, without overburdening

the people with taxes , or exciting any immediate

clamours against himself. · The practice, therefore,

B 2
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of contracting debt, will almost infallibly be abused

in every government. It would scarcely be more

imprudent to give a prodigal son a credit in every

banker's shop in London , than to empower a

statesman to draw bills, in this manner, upon pos

terity. : :

- What then shall we say to the new paradox, that

public incumbrances are of themselves advantageous,

independent of the necessity of contracting them ;

and that any state, even though it were not pressed

by a foreign enemy, could not possibly have embrac

ed a wiser expedient for promoting commerce and

riches, than to create funds,and debts and taxes,with

out limitation ? Reasonings, such as these , might

naturally have passed for trials of wit among rhetori

cians, like the panegyrics on folly and a fever, on

Busiris, and Nero , had we not seen such absurd

maxims patronized by great ministers, and by a

whole party among us. Itis also

Let us examine the consequences of public

debts, both in our domestic, management, by their

influence on commerce and industry ; and in our

foreign transactions, by their effect on wars and

negociations.

Public securities are with us become a kind of

money, and pass as readily at the current price as

gold or silver . Wherever any profitable undertak

ing offers itself, how expensive soever, there are

never wanting hands enow to embrace it : nor need a

trader, who has sums in the public stocks, fear to

launch out into themost extensive trade : since he

is possessed of funds which will answer the most

sudden demand that can be made upon him . No

merchant thinks it necessary to keep by him any
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considerable cash, Bank -stock, or India -bonds, es

pecially the latter , serve all the same purposes; be

cause he can dispose of them , or pledge them to a

banker, in a quarter of an hour ; and at the same

time they are not idle , even when in his escritoire,

but bring him in a constant revenue. In short, our

national debts furnish merchants with a species of

money, that is continually multiplying in their

hands, and produces sure gain , besides the profits

of their commerce. This must enable them to trade

upon less profit. The small profit of the merchant

renders the commodity cheaper, causes a greater

consumption , quickens the labour of the common

people, and helps to spread arts and industry through

out the whole society . . .s ite

There are also, wemay observe, in England , and

in all states, which have both commerce and public

debts , a set of men, who are half merchants, half

stock -holders , and may be supposed willing to

trade for small profits ; because commerce is not

their principal or sole support, and their revenues in

the fundsare a sure resource for themselves and their

families . Were there no funds, great merchants

would have no expedient for realizing or securing

any part of their profit, but by making purchases of

land ; and land has many disadvantages in compari

son of funds. Requiring more care and inspection ,

it divides the time and attention of themerchant ;

upon any tempting offer or extraordinary accident

in trade, it is not so easily converted into money';

and as it attracts too much, both by the many natu

ral pleasures it affords, and the authority it gives ,

it soon converts the citizen into the country gentle

man. More men , therefore , with large stocks and
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incomes, may naturally be supposed to continue

in trade, where there are public debts ; and this,

it mustbe owned , is of some advantage to commerce,

by diminishing it profits, promoting circulation , and

encouraging industry.

But, in opposition to these two favourable circum

stances, perhaps of no very great importance, weigh

themany disadvantageswhich attend our public debts ,

in the whole interior economy of the state ; you will

find no comparison between the ill and the good

which result from them . . . .

First, It is certain that national debts cause, a

mighty confluence of people and riches to the capital,

by the great sums levied in the provinces to pay the

interest, and perhaps, too, by the advantages in trade

above-mentioned, which they give the merchants in

the capital above the rest of thekingdom . The ques

tion is, whether, in our case, it be for the public

interest, that so many privileges should be conferred

on London, which has already arrived at such an

enormous size, and seems still increasing ? Somemen

are apprehensive of the consequences. For my own

part, I cannot forbear thinking , that, though thehead

is undoubtedly too large for the body, yet that great

city is so happily situated , that its excessive bulk

causes less inconvenience than even a smaller capital

to a greater kingdom . There is more difference be

tween the prices of all provisions in Paris and Lan

guedoc, than between those in London and Yorkshire.

The immense greatness, indeed , of London, under a

government which admits not of discretionary power,

renders the people factious, mutinous, seditious, and

even perhaps rebellious. But to this evil, the national

debts themselves tend to provide a remedy. The first
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visible eruption , or even immediate danger of public

disorders, must alarm all the stock -holders, whose

property is the most precarious of any ; and will

make them fly to the support of government, whether

menaced by Jacobitish violence or democratical

phrenzy. *

Secondly, Public stocks, being a kind of paper

credit, have all the disadvantages attending that

species of money. They banish gold and silver from

the most considerable commerce of the state , reduce

them to common circulation , and by that means render

all provisions and labour dearer than otherwise they

would be.

Thirdly , The taxes, which are levied to pay the in

terests of these debts, are apt either to heighten the

price of labour, or be an oppression on the poorer sort.

? Fourthly , As foreigners possess a great share of

our nationalfunds, they render the public, in amanner,

tributary to them , and may in time occasion the trans

port of our people and our industry.

Fifthly, The greater part of the public stock being

always in the hands of idle people, who live on their

revenue, our funds, in that view , give great encou

ragement to an useless and inactive life.

But though the injury that arises to commerce and

industry from our public funds, will appear upon

balancing the whole, not inconsiderable, it is trivial

in comparison of the prejudice that results to the state

considered as a body politic , which must support it .

self in the society of nations, and have various trans

actions with other states in wars and negociations

1

* London Tavern,Mansion-house, and Bench of Magistrates to

wit !---See History of the Stoppage of the Bank of England.
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The ill there is pure and unmixed, without any fa

vourable circumstance to atone for it ; and it is an ill

too of a nature the highest and most important.

Wehave, indeed , been told , that the public is no

weaker upon account of its debts , since they are

mostly due among ourselves , and bring asmuch pro

perty to one as they take from another. It is like

transferringmoney from the right hand to the left,

which leaves the person neither richer nor poorer than

before. Such loose reasonings and specious com

parisons will always pass, where we judge not upon

principles. I ask , Is it possible , in the nature of

things, to overburden a nation with taxes, even

where the sovereign resides among them ? The very

doubt seems extravagant; since it is requisite , in

every community, that there be a certain proportion

observed between the laborious and the idle part of

it. But if all our present taxes be mortgaged, must

we not inventnew ones ? And may not this matter

be carried to a length thatis ruinous and destructive?

In every nation, there are always somemethods of

levying money more easy than others, agreeably to

the way of living of the people , and the commodities,

they make use of. In Great Britain , the excises

upon malt and beer afford a large revenue ; because

the operations of malting and brewing are tedious,

and are impossible to be concealed ; and at the same

time, these commodities are not so absolutely neces

sary to life ,'as that the raising of their price would

verymuch affect the poorer sort. These taxes being

all mortgaged , what difficulty to find new ones !

What vexation and ruin of the poor !

Duties upon consumptions are more equal and

easy than those upon possessions. What a loss to
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the public, that the former are all exhausted , and

that we must have recourse to the more grievous

method of levying taxes !

Were all the proprietors of land only stewards to

the public, mustnot necessity force them to practise

all the arts of oppression used by stewards ; where

the absence or negligence of the proprietor render

them secure against inquiry ?

It will scarcely be asserted , that no bounds ought

ever to be set to national debts ; and that the public

would be no weaker, were twelve or fifteen shillings

in the pound, land tax, mortgaged, with all the

present customs and excises. There is something,

therefore, in the case, beside themere transferring

of property from the one hand to another. In 500

years , the posterity of those now in the coaches, and

of those upon the boxes, will probably have changed

places, without affecting the public by these revolu

tions. But ti.. i

Suppose the public once fairly brought to that

condition, to which it is hastening with such amaz

ing rapidity ; suppose the land to be taxed eighteen

or nineteen shillings in the pound ; for it can never

bear the whole twenty ; suppose all the excises and

customs to be screwed up to the utmost which the

nation can bear, without entirely losing its commerce

and industry ; and suppose that all those funds are

mortgaged to perpetuity , and that the invention and

wit of all our projectors can find no new imposition ,

which may serve as the foundation of a new loan ;

and let us consider the necessary consequences of

this situation . Though the imperfect state of our

political knowledge, and the narrow capacities of

men , make it difficult to foretel the effects which
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will result from any untried measure, the seeds of

ruin are here scattered with such profusion as not to

escape the eye of themost careless observer .

In this unnatural state of society, the only persons,

who possess any revenue beyond the immediate

effects of their industry, are the stock -holders , who

draw almost all therentof the land and houses , be

sides the produce of all the customs and excises.

These aremen,who have no connectionswith the state,

whocan enjoy their revenue in any part of the globe in

which they choose to reside, who will naturally bury

themselves in the capital, or in great cities ; and who

will sink into the lethargy of a stupid and pampered

luxury, without spirit, ambition , or enjoyment.

Adieu to all ideas of nobility, gentry, and family .*

* The following extract is from an Address to Lord Sidmouth ,

just published. Nothing can more clearly prove the foresight of Mr.

Hume.

« The picture which England exhibits to the world at this moment,

“ taking a moral view of the matter, is one of themost useful, though

“ of the most horrid , that ever was exhibited to mankind. Penal

“ Statutes have goneon increasing both in number and in severity ,

“ and that too in a surprisingly augmented proportion year after

“ year during the present King's reign , till, at last, there are more

persons condemned to death in one single year than was condemn

“ ed to death during the whole forty - five years of the reign of

« Queen Elizabeth ; and, if we except cases of rebellion , or

“ what was called rebellion , during the reign of the Stewarts ,

“ the last ten years bave seen more persons condemned to death

“ than were condemned to death during the whole course of

" the wicked reigns of the James's and the Charles's . This is not

“ because it is George the Third who has reigned ; it is not because

" the House of Hanover has been upon the throne ; for the nation

“ has known very free and happy days since that House has been

“ upon the throne of England ; but, it is because a new system of

* Government has been introduced ; because a Funding System has.

“ formed part of the Government. Hence long and sanguinary

“ wars ; hence an enormous standing army in time of peace ; hence

" an upstart race of rich monied men, who have no feeling in com
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The stocks can be transferred in an instant ; and be

ing in such a fluctuating state, will seldom be trans

“ mon with the mass of the people ; wlio have no sentiment of

« attachment to country or to freedom ; who have trampled down

" and destroyed all the little gentry of the country, who are so closely

“ connected both in interests and feelings with the people, and hence

« that desolating system of taxation , which now takes fen pounds

out of every eighteen pounds of the journeymen 's and labourer's

“ wages, wbich has left to no land proprietor eren any thing he can

“ truly call his own, wbich bas in many instances acted as a direct

confiscation of property, which has robbed the heirs of estates of

( part of the estates entailed upon them , which bas violated all the

« contracts between man and man , wbich has set at bought the

“ Deeds of the living, and the Testaments of the dead, which, with a

" hand as unsparing as that of the Pestilence, has plunged into ruin ,

" misery, and mourning, a people who inhabit a country abounding

“ in all themeans of affording health , plenty, and power, and culti

“ vated by the industry of that people in a manner which has given

“ to it even those things which nature seemed to bave denied.

“ It is in vain , my Lord , to pretend, that this dreadful change bas

“ arisen from causes with which theGovernment has had nothing to

“ do . To attribute the change to accident is folly in the extreme;

" and to ascribe it to the dispensations of Providence would be

« blasphemous' indeed , especially after wehave witnessed a solemn

“ procession to St. Paul's to return thanks to God for the success of

« the measures of the last twenty- five years !

“ No, my Lord; it is not accident, it is not the displeasure of

“ Providence to which the misery , the hangings, the transport

“ ings, the imprisonings, and the whippings, are to be ascribed .

“ It is to the Funding, the Taxing System . There have been

“ more people actually executed at the prosecution of the Bank

" of England alone, than were executed during the previous

“ two hundred years, for all the crimes committed in the coun

“ try put together. It is, however the intolerable burtben

6 of the taxes that has produced those innumerable condemna

« tions to death ; those endless transportings and imprison

“ ings ; those boundless jails and houses of correction which are

“ mow built and building all over the kingdom ; and which has

“ also produced no small partof that insanity , which , of late years,

“ has increased in our country to such a degree,asto make the care

" of lunatics become a serious public burden , and the cause of a new

" law imposing a new and heavy duty upon the counties. The

“ truth is, that humau miscry leads to one of three events : madness
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mitted during three generations from father to soti.

Or were they to remain ever so long in one family,

they convey no hereditary authority or credit to the

possessor ; and by this means, the several ranks of

men , which form a kind of independent magistracy

in a state, instituted by the hand of nature , are en

tirely lost ; and every man in authority derives his

influence from the commission alone of the sovereign.

Noexpedient remains for preventing or suppressing

insurrections, but mercenary armies: No expedient

atall remains for resisting tyranny : ELECTIONS

ARE SWAYED BY BRIBERY AND COR

RUPTION ALONE : And the middle power between

king and people being totally removed, a grievous des

potism must infallibly prevail. The landholders,

despised for their poverty, and hated for their op

pressions, will be utterly unable to make any oppo

sition to it.

Though a resolution should be formed by the legis

lature never to impose any tax which hurts coinmerce

and discourages industry, it will be impossible for

“ from grief, robbery and murder to relieve want ; or, to instant

“ death from starvation . If you were to search the mad-houses ,

“ my Lord ; if you were to search the jails ; if you were to search

“ the last miserable abodes of feebleness, you would find what I say

" to be true, and you would find, what would be quite enough to

“ make an English Statemen 's heart sink within bim , that these

“ shocking evils have, for the far greater part, been produced by

“ the measures of the Government, and by the government I mean ,

“ as I said before, the Boroughmongers and their instruments .

“ Will any of those who live in ease upon the people 's labour

“ attempt to deny this increase of insanity and of crimes ? If they

“ will, I answer by referring your Lordship to the Reports laid be

“ fore your own House, whence it appears, that lunatics, criminals,

or and paupers, have all been augmented in number more than

* four fold since the commencement of Burke's crusade against the

• liberties of France.
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men , in subjects of such extreme delicacy, to reason so

justly as never to be mistaken ; or amidst difficulties

so urgent, never to be seduced from their resolution .

The continual fluctuations in commerce require con

tinual alterations in the nature of the taxes, which ex

poses the legislature every moment to the danger both

of wilful and involuntary error. And any great blow

given to trade, whether by injudicious taxes, or by

other accidents, throws the whole system of govern

ment into confusion. 1

But what expedientcan the public now employ, even

supposing trade to continue in the most flourishing

condition, in order to support its foreign wars and

enterprizes, and to defend its own honour and interest,

or those of its allies ! I do notask how the public is to

exert such a prodigious power as it has maintained

during our late wars,where we have so much exceeded ,

not only our own natural strength , but even that of

the greatest empires. This extravagance is the abuse

complained of as the source of all the dangers to

which we are at present exposed . But since we must

suppose great commerce and opulence to remain, even

after every fund is mortgaged , these riches must be

defended by proportional power ; and whence is the

public to derive the revenue which supports it ? It

must plainly be from a continual taxation of the an

nuitants, or , which is the same thing, from mortgag

ing anew , on every exigency, a certain part of their

annuities; and thus making them contribute to their

own defence, and to that of the nation . But the dif

ficulties attending this system of policy, will easily

appear, whether we suppose the king to have become

absolute master, or to be still controlled by national
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councils, in which the annuitants themselves must ne

cessarily bear the principal sway. The :

If the prince has become absolute, as may naturally

beexpected from this situation of affairs, it is so easy

for him to increase his exactions upon the annuitants,

which amountonly to the retaining money in his own

hands, that this species of property would soon lose

all its credit, and the whole incomeofevery individual

in the state inust lie entirely atthe mercy of the sove

reign : A degree of despotism which no oriental

monarchy has ever yet attained. If, on the contrary ,

the consent of the annuitants be requisite for every

taxation , they will never be persuaded to contribute

sufficiently even to the support of government; as the

diminution of their revenue must in thatcase be very

sensible, would not be disguised under the appearance

of a branch of excise or customs, and would notbe

shared by any other order of the state ,who are already

supposed to be taxed to the utmost. There are in

stances, in some republies, of a hundredth penny, and

sometimes of the fiftieth , being given to the support of

the state : but this is always an extraordinary exertion

of power , and can never become the foundation of a

constant national defence. We have always found,

wherea governmenthasmortgaged all its revenues, that

it necessarily sinks into a state of languor, inactivity ,

and impotence.

Such are the inconveniencies, which may reason ,

ably be foreseen, of this situation , to which Great

Britain is visibly tending. Not to mention the num

berless inconveniences which cannotbe foreseen , and

whichmust result from somonstrous a situation as that

ofmaking the public the chief or sole proprietor of

land, besides investing it with every branch of customs
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and excise, which the fertile imagination of ministers

and projectors have beeen able to invent.

· I MUST CONFESS, THAT THERE IS

A STRANGE SUPINENESS, FROM LONG

CUSTOM , CREEPED INTO ALL RANKS OF

MEN , WITH REGARD TO PUBLIC DEBTS,

not unlike what divines so vehemently complain of

with regard to their religious doctrines. Weall own,

that themost sanguine imagination cannothope either

that this, or any future ministry, will be possessed of

such rigid and steady frugality , as to make a consider

able progress in the payment of our debts ; or that the

situation of foreign affairs will, for any long time, allow

them leisure and tranquillity for such an undertaking .

What then is to become of us ? Were we ever so

good Christians, and ever so resigned to Providence,

this , methinks, were a curious question even consi

dered as a speculative one,and what it mightnot be

altogether impossible to form some conjecturalsolution

of. The events here will depend little upon the con

tingencies of battles , negociations, intrigues, and

factions. There seeins to be a patural progress of

things, which may guide our reasoning . As it would

have required but a moderate share of prudence,when

we first began this practice of mortgaging , to have

foretold , from the nature of men and of ministers, that

things would necessarily be carried to the length we

see ; so now , that they have at last happily reached

it, it may not be difficult to guess at the consequences.

IT MUST, INDEED, BE ONE OF THESE

TWO EVENTS ; EITHER THE NATION

MUST DESTROY PUBLIC CREDIT , OR

PUBLIC CREDIT WILL DESTROY THE

NATION . It is impossible that they can both sub
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sist, after the manner they have hitherto been ma

naged, in this, as well as in some other countries.. .

There was, indeed, a scheme for the payment of

our debts, which was proposed by an excellent citi

zen, Mr. Hutchinson , above thirty years ago, and

which was much approved of by somemen of sense,

but never was likely to take effect. Heasserted, that

there was a fallacy in imagining that the public owed

this debt ; for that really every individual owed a

proportional share of it, and paid , in his taxes, a

proportional share of the interest, beside the expense

of levying these taxes. Had we not better, then ,

says he, make a distribution of the debt among our

selves , and each of us contribute a sum suitable to

his property , and by that means discharge at once all

our funds and public mortgages ? He seems not to

have considered , that the laborious poor pay a con

siderable part of the taxes by their annual consump

tions, though they could not advance, at once, a pro

portional part of the sum required . Not to mention,

that property in money and stock in trade might

easily be concealed or disguised ; and that visible ?

property in lands and houses would really at last

answer for the whole : An inequality and oppression

which never would be submitted to . But though this

project is not likely to take place, it is not altogether

improbable, that, when the nation becomes heartily

sick of their debts, and is cruelly oppressed by them ,

some daring projector may arise with visionary

schemes for their discharge. And as public credit

will begin , by that time, to be a little frail, the least

touch will destroy it, as happened in France during

the regency ; and in this manner it will die of the

doctor.
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* But it is more probable , that the breach of national

faith will be the necessary effect of wars, defeats ,

misfortunes, and public calamities, OR EVEN PER

HAPS OF VICTORIES AND CONQUESTS.

I must confess,when I see princes and states fighting

and quarreling amidst their debts, funds, and public

mortgages, it always brings to my mind a match of

cudgel-playing fought in a China shop. How can

it be expected, that sovereigns will spare a species of

property, which is pernicious to themselves and to

the public , when they have so little compassion on

lives and properties that are useful to both ? Let the

time come (and surely it will come) when the new

funds, created for the exigeneies of the year, are not

subscribed to , and raise not the money projected .

Suppose, either that the cash of the nation is ex

hausted ; or that our faith , which has hitherto been so

ample , begins to fail us. Suppose, that, in this dis .

tress, the nation is threatened with an invasion ; a

rebellion is suspected or broken out at home; a

squadrou cannotbe equipped for want of pay, victuals,

or repairs ; or even a foreign subsidy cannot be ad

vanced. Whatmust a prince or minister do in such

an emergence ? The right of self preservation is

unalienable in every individual, much more in every

community : and the folly of our statesmen must then

be greater than the folly of those who first contracted

debt,or, what is more, than that of those who trusted

or continue to trust this security , if these statesmen

have the means of safety in their hands, and do not

employ them . The funds, created and mortgaged ,

will by that time bring in a large yearly revenue, suffi

cient for the defence and security of the nation : money

is perhaps lying in the exchequer ready for the dis

charge of the quarterly interest: necessity calls, fear
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urges , reason exhorts , compassion alone exclaims:

the money will immediately be seized for the current

service, under the most solemn protestations, perhaps,

of being immediately replaced ; * but no more is re

quisite. The whole fabric, already tottering, falls to

the ground, and buries thousands in its ruins . And

this, I think ,maybe called the natural death of public

credit . FOR TO THIS PERIOD IT TENDS

AS NATURALLY AS AN ANIMAL BODY TO

ITS DISSOLUTION AND DESTRUCTION .

So great dupes are the generality of mankind, that ,

notwithstanding such a violent shock to public credit,

as a voluntary bankruptcy in England would occasion,

it would not probably be long ere credit would again

revive in as flourishing a condition as before. The

presentking of France, during the late war, borrowed

money at a lower interest than ever his grandfather

did ; and as low as the British parliament, comparing

the natural rate of interest in both kingdoms. And

though men are commonly more governed by what

they have seen, than by what they foresee, with what

ever certainty ; yet promises, protestations, fair ap

pearances, with the allurements of present interest,

have such powerful influence as few are able to resist.

Mankind are , in all ages, caught by the same baits ;

the sametricks,played over and over again , still trepan

them . The heights of popularity and patriotism are

still the beaten road to power and tyranny ; flattery

to treachery ; standing armies to arbitrary govern

ment ; and the glory of God to the temporal

interest of the clergy. The fear of an everlasting

destruction of credit, allowing it to be an evil, is a

needless bugbear. A prudentman in reality, would

rather lend to the public immediately after we had

taken a spunge to our debts than at present ; as

* This has already been the case with Sinking Funds.
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much as an opulent knave, even though one could

not force him to pay, is a preferable debtor to an honest

bankrupt : for the former, in order to carry on business,

may find it his interest to discharge his debts, where

they are not exorbitant ; the latter has it not in his

power. The reasoning of Tacitus, * as it is eternally

true, is very applicable to our present case. Sed

vulgus ad magnitudinem beneficiorum aderat : Stultis

simus quisque pecuniis mercabatur : Apud sapientes

cassa habebantur, quæ neque dari neque accepi salva

republica, poterant. The public is a debtor, whom

no man can oblige to pay, the only check which the

creditors have upon her, is the interest of preserving

credit ; an interest which may easily be overbalanced

by a great debt, and by a difficult and extraordinary

emergence, even supposing that credit irrecoverable.

Not to mention, that a present necessity often forces

states into measures which are , strictly speaking,

against their interest. ee

These two events, supposed above, are calamitous,

butnotthe most calamitous. Thousands are thereby

sacrificed to the safety of millions : but we are not

without danger, that the contrary event may take

place, and that millions may be sacrificed for ever to

the temporary safety of thousands. Our popular

* Hist. lib . iii.

+ I have heard it has been computed , that all the creditors of the

public, natives and foreigners, amount only to 17,000. These make

a figure at present on their income ; but in case of a public bank

ruptcy, would , in an instant, becomethe lowest as well as the most

wretched of the people. The dignity and authority of the landed

gentry and nobility is much better rooted ; and would render the con

tention very unequal, if ever we come to that extremity . One would

incline to assign to this event a very near period , such as half a cen

tury, had not our father's prophecies of this kind been already found

fallacious, by the duration of our public credit so much beyond all

reasonable expectation . When the astrologers in France were

every year foretelling the death ofHenry IV. These fellows,saysbe,

must beright atlast. We shall, therefore, be more cautious than to
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government, perhaps, will render it difficult or dan

gerous for a minister to venture on so desperate an

expedient as that of a voluntary bankruptcy : and

though the House of Lords be altogether composed of

proprietors ofland , andthehouse of Commons chiefly ;

and consequently neither of them can be supposed to

have great property in the funds ; yet the connections

of the membersmay be so great with the proprietors ,

as to render them more tenacious of public faith , than

prudence , policy, or even justice, strictly speaking ,

requires : and perhaps too , our foreign enemies may

be so politio as to discover, thatour safety lies in des

pair, and may not, therefore, show the danger, open

and barefaced , till it be inevitable. The balance of

power in Europe, our grandfathers, fathers, and we,

have all deemed too unequal to be preserved without

our attention and assistance ; but our children , weary

of the struggle, and fettered with incumbrances ,may

sit down secure, and see their neighbours oppressed

and conquered ; till,at last, they themselves and their

creditors lie both at the mercy of the conqueror : and

this may properly enough be denominated the violent

death of our public credit.s d do

" 0 . These seem to be the events which are not very remote,

and which reason forsees as clearly almost as she can

do any thing that lies in the womb of time. And though

the ancients maintained, that, in order to reach the

gift of prophecy, a certain divine fury or madness was

requisite, one may safely affirm , that, in order to de

liver such prophecies as these, no more is necessary than

merely to be in one's senses, free from the influence of

popular madness and DELUSION .

assign any precise date ; and shall content ourselves with pointing

Out the event in general. Mr. Hume'snote.

It is now nearly sixty -six years since this Essay was first pub

lished : and there is not on record a more astonishing instance of

political wisdom and foresight.
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BEFORE I proceed in the analysis of Mr. Bentham 's plan

of Parliamentary Reforın , it may be required that I give

some evidence and proof of the necessity of a Reform in the

present Representation of the British people, and some de

monstration of the corruption of the House of Commons.

1 . The late SPEAKER declared that the practice of

buying and selling seats in that House was “ as notorious as

the sun at noon day." * .

2. A Petition presented in 1793, by the Hon. Charles

(now Lord ) Grey offered to prove that “ the majority of

that House were returned by the proprietors of rotten bo

roughs, the influence of the Treasury, and a few powerful

families.” This petition is said to have been drawn up by

Mr. Tierney, and was signed by themembers of the society,

“ The Friends of the People."

3 . Mr. Brand, in his speech , said , that “ this circum

stance is too generally known, and too universally admitted ,

to require any demonstration : evidence has been offered in

proof at the bar of the House ; and therefore it is unneces

sary to attempt to establish by argument, what is so notori

ously borne out by the fact."

4 . Mr. William Pitt (idol Pitt) April 18, 1785, said in and

to the House, “ To conquer the corruption that existed in

those decayed boroughs, would be acknowledged an impos

sible attempt. The temptations were too great for poverty

to resist, and the consequence of this corruption was so visi

ble, that some plan of reforming the boroughs had become

absolutely necessary.”

Again , the same William Pitt, 1872. “ You see that so

defective, so inadequate, is the present practice, at least of

the elective franchise, that no impression of national cala

mity, no conviction of ministerial error, no abhorrence of

disasterous war, are sufficient to stand against that corrupt

influence which has mixed itself with election, and which

drownsand stifles the popular voice.”

1783 and in 1785 , he again declared without a reform
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the nation cannot be safe ; this war may be put an end to ,

but wbatwill protect you against another ? as certainly as

the spirit which engendered the presentwar actuates the

secret councils of the Crown, will you under the influence of

ardefective Representation be involved again in new wars,

and in similar calamities.” “ The defect ofRepresentation

is the national disease , and unless you apply a remedy di

rectly to that disease, you must inevitably take the conse

quence with which it is pregnant." In 1785 , “ without a

Parliamentary Reform the nation will be plunged into new

wars ; without a Parliamentary Reform you cannot be safe

against bad ministers, nor can even good ministers be of use

to you ! ”

5 . Hatsell, Chief Clerk of the House, declared that " the

control which the independent Members of the House

ought to have over the conduct of the MINISTERS is

ENTIRELY LOST.”

“ 6 . « Towards the close of the American war, Mr. Pikt

( a boy almost) saw the corrupt condition of Parliament,

from the defect in the Representation of the people, with

the eyes of a mature statesman : the eagle eyes of his

father had seen it before him , and the thunder of his elo

quence had made it tremble. Lord Chatham had detected

and exposed the rank corruption of the House of Commons

as the SOLE CAUSE of that fatal quarrel,” & c.

' Erskine's Pamphlet,

Lord Chatham declared, " unless the House was reform

ed from within , it would be reformed with a vengeance

from without.” Talking of borough-mongering as the

rotten part of the constitution , that great man declared,

(Jan . 1766 ,) “ it cannot continue a century ; if it does not

drop off it must be amputated .”

His quondam son, the Pilot, declared once upon a time

“ under the present system , no honest man can remain

minister.”

7 . May 26 , 1797. Mr. Sheridan, in the House, speaking

to Lord Hawkesbury, said , “ he could shew him persons,

who could not indeed buy men and sell them , because that

was not yet to be done, butwho bought and sold boroughs,

and with them sold the dearest interests of the people,

Men who voted away all public principle for favours of this

kind were the most profligate and contemptible characters

in the kingdom .”

8 . Mr. FOX, in the same debate, speaking of this in ,

famy, says, “ tbe whole of this system , as it is now carried

on, is as outrageous to morality, as it is pergicious to just
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government; it gives a scandal to our character, which not

merely degrades the House of Commons in the eyes of the

people, but it does more, it undermines the very principles

of integrity in their hearts, and gives a fashion to dishonesty

and imposture. Sir, these are things that paralyze you to

the beart ; these are the things that vitiate the whole sys

tem , that spread degeneracy, hypocrisy, and sordid fraud

over the country , and take from the energies of virtue, and

sap the foundations of patriotism and spirit. Sir , I have

done ; I have given my advice : I propose the remedy, and

fatal will it be for England if pride and prejudice shall

much longer continue to oppose it. Do you think that you

must not come to a Parliamentary Reform soon ? Ayd is it

not better to come to it now , when you have the power of

deliberation , than when perhaps it may be extorted from

you by convulsion ? What will it be when extorted from you

with indignation and violence ? This was the opinion of

Sir George Saville, of the Marquis of Rockingham , and of

all the virtuous men who in their public lives proved them

selves to be advocates for the rights of the people.”

Such are the witnesses I have brought forward to prove

these melancholy facts ; and the Pittites cannot escape one of

these two conclusions — either that the evidence of these great

persons proves the Honourable. House (as an aggregate)

strongly impregnated with corruption ; - or that these said

persons, the great leading individuals sent to that Honourable

House, are themselves infamously depraved or deplorably weak

minded in so characterizing that House. And in either of

those conclusions it is equally impossible to escape another

immediately resulting - viz . that some radical reform is

needful.

Mr. Bentham is a great advocate for secret suffrage by bal

lot. Now I am aware of a very strong prejudice existing on

this subject. This I myself felt not long since to an almost un

conquerable degree. Mr. Fox opposed it invariably ,and Mon

tesquieu has said much of the honour of Monarchies . But we

should recollect here is a choice of evils , and an overwhelm

ing influence without it in the Crown and Aristocracy. And

let any enemy to it ask himself whether he has ever seriously

reflected on the subject ; or whether he has read the argu

ments in Mr. Bentham 's invaluable work , page clxxi. Secrecy

of suffrage would much diminish the matter of corruption, the

power of bribery , and the effect of terrorism . It would enable

'the yoter to give effect to his own will, . . . to the exclusion

of every other — the great end to be obtained . Is the reader
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aware that the House of Commons ballot for a Committee of

Secrecy ? Mr. Brougham to be sure by a singular guess fore

named twenty out of twenty -one, on a late occasion . And the

Noble Lord (see M . Chronicle, 7th Feb. 1817,) “ did not

think that the House would join in reprobating a practise

established by the usage of ages.” How is the suffrage con

ducted at White's and at Brooke's — and at all the numerous

political and literary societies ? How is the desired effect

accomplished at the India House ?

A word more on the “ glorious perfection ” of the British

Parliament. Sure it is the height of absurd dotage, this

jargon of perfectibility . How inconsistent and incompatible

with reason and justice are theduties of Lord High Chancellor

and Speaker of the House of Lords. How utterly impossible

that they can both be discharged by one man, with comfort to

himself or advantage to the state ! What is an appeal from

the Court of Chancery to the Lords, but generally speaking,

a new hearing before the same Chanceļlor with the addition

of a Bishop or two !

MR. BENTHAM 'S

Plan of Parliamentary Reform . .

ENDS TO BE AIMED AT ON THE OCCASION OF

PARLIAMENTARY REFORM .

The ends, to the attainment of which a system of parlia

mentary representation , and parliamentary practise ought to

be directed are many, but all may be brought under one or

other of three expressions.

1 . Securing, in the highest possible degree, on the part of

members, (that is to say , on the part of the greatest possible

proportion of the whole number ) the several endowments or

elements of aptitude, necessary to fit them for the due dis

charge of such their trust.

2 . Removing, or reducing to the smallest possible amount,

the inconveniences attendant on Elections.

3. Removing , or reducing to the smallest possible amount,

the inconveniences attendant on Election Judicature.

The endowments or elements of aptitudę may be eompre

hended , all of them under one or other of three expressions :
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viz . - 1. Appropriate probity . 2 . Appropriate intellectual

aptitude. 3. Appropriate active talent.

By the word appropriate as here applied to endowments

is meant in the case of each such endowment, that modifica

tion of it, which is , in a particular manuer, suitable to the

particular situation here in question , to wit, that of a repre

sentative of the people , - deputed by a part, to fill, in the

character of a trustee or agent for the whole , - a seat in that

assembly, to which belongs one out of three shares in the

legislative department of government, together with the right

and duty of watching over the exercise of the two others,

viz . the administrative and the judicial.

By the word appropriate , as applied to probity , 'is under

stood the representative, on each occasion , whether in speak

ing or delivering his vote , pursuing that line of conduct , which ,

in his own sincere opinion, being not inconsistent with the

rales of morality or the law of the land is most conducive to

the general good of the whole community for which he serves';

that is to say , of the whole of the British Empire : - forbear

ing, on each occasion , at the expense either of such general

good, or of his duty in any shape, either to accept, or to seek

to obtain , or preserve, in any shape whatsoever, for himself

or for any person or persons particularly connected with him ,

any advantage whatsoever, from whatsoever hapds obtainable ;

and in particular from those hands, in which , by the very

frame of the constitution , the greatest mass of the matter of

temptation is necessarily and unavoidably lodged, viz . those

of the King , and the other members of the executive branch

of the government, the King' s Ministers.

By appropriate as applied to intellectual aptitude is under

stood , the forming a right judginenton the several propositions,

which , either in Parliament, or out of Parliament, but if out

of Parliament, with a view to Parliament, are liable to come

before him : and to that and, in Parliament forming a right

conception , as well of the nature of each proposition , cons)

dered in itself, as of the evidence, adduced or capable of being

adduced, whether in support of it or in opposition to it , and

the observations thereon made, or capable of being made in

the way of argument, for it or against it , as above.

By appropriate here applied to active talent, is understood ,

Talents suited to the due performance of the several opera

tions, which , in the course of his service, in or out of the

House, but more particularly in the House, it may happen to

a member to be duly called upon to perform , or bear a part

in : - for example , introducing, or endeavouring to introduce

by way of motion , any proposed law or measure which he

Ppproves : delivering a speech in support of any proposition
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which he altogether approves ;- - or in opposition to one which

he altogether disapproves : - proposing au amendment to any

proposed law or measure which he approves in part only :

drawing up or helping to draw up a Report, concerning soch

or such matters of fact, for the inquiring into which it has

bappened to him to have been appointed to act as Chairman ,

or other member, of a Committee ; putting revelant questions,

concerning matters of fact, to persons examined before the

House, or any Committee of the House, in the character of

Witnesses.

MEANS conducive towards these ENDS.

The means that promise most effectually to be conducive

to the accomplishment of the above several ends are ,

FIRST - Those which have for their end or object, the

securing in the highest degree of perfection, the several

endowments or elements of aptitude, requisite on the part of

Members , as above.

. These are

1. Exclusion of Placemen in genera . from the right of

sitting in the House, in the quality of Members entitled to

vote.

2 . Seating in the House official persons, named by the

King, from each department, without right of voting, but

with right of speech and motion , subject at all times to

restriction or interdiction by the House,

3 . Elections frequently, viz . annually renewed : with power

to the King to obtain a fresh Election at any time.

4 . Speeches (made in the House ) correctly, completely ,

and authentically , taken down, and regularly and promptly

published .

5 . Constancy, punctuality , and universality , of attendance,

secured.

SECOND . Next come the means, which have for their

end the removing or reducing to their least possible dimen

sions, the inconveniences attendant on Elections and Election

Judicature.

Supposing

6 . In each Electoral District, the number of the voters is

uniformly large.

7 . Each Elector ' s title, paymentmade to a certain amount to

certain taxes : -- the evidence of such title , a duplicate of the

Collector's receipt : the paper (call it the Voting-Paper)

delivered, or else transmitted (for example by post,) to the

Returning Officer ; in case of transmission , the Elector

þaving first written upon it, according to directions printed
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on the Voting -Paper itself, the name of the Candidate for

whom he means to vote.

8 . When performed by delivery, the voting is secret. To

establish the genuineness of the Collector's signature , and

the sufficiency of the same, the Voter presents his voting

paper to the Returning Officer , in presence of the Agents of

the Candidates. The shortest glance suffices. Its admission

is signified by marking it with a stamp. The voter is thereupon

presented with a ticket, which , out of the sight of every

person , he drops, through a slit, into a box , marked with the

name of the Candidate for whom he means to give his vote.

Penalty on forging the signature of a Collector, or personating

a voter ; to enforce it, each voting - paper is retained . Delivery

pot to be performed by proxy : for in that case a known friend

of one of the Candidates might require to be the proxy, and

thus the design of secrecy would be frustrated .

9. To insure secrecy , as well in the case where the voting

is performed by transmission , (viz . by post), as where it is

performed by delivery, the voting-paper contains a promise of

secrecy, signed by the voter , and conceived in terms of such

strength , that without offering an affront to him , neither a

Candidate , nor any one on his behalf, can request the breach

of it. Not that even by this means the assurance of secrecy

can be rendered altogether so perfect in the case of transmis

sion , as in the case of delivery, as above.

Marks in lieu of names are not admitted . They would be

incompatible with secrecy. A vote is of little value to him ,

who, not being as yet able to write, grudges the trouble ne

cessary to the learning to write his name.

10 . To form the Territorial Electoral districts the whole soil

ofGreat Britain and Ireland is divided into, say (400 ) districts,

as nearly equalas is consistent with convenience resulting from

local circumstances. One inember is chosen for each . Not

that with reference to the end in view , if, by accident here

and there, one should be found not above half the size of an

average district, and , here and there another as much as twice

the size, the inequality would bematerial. Parishes compose

the elementary portions . No parish is divided . '

. 12 . The Population Electoral Districts are composed of

certain Towns, the population of which amounts to a certain

number of souls or upwards. -- Say merely for illustration ,

10 ,000 : - precision might be given on examination of the

Population Returns. Each of these 'Towns fills one or more

seats, in proportion to its numbers : but in such sort that the
whole number of seats thus filled does not exceed the 200 .

Such inequalities as in this case would be unavoidable, would

here also be, to every practical purpose- immaterial. But
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such as they are, once every 50 or 25 years they might re

ceive their correction .

The three capitals, London , Dublin , and Edinburgh, would

thus possess that ascendancy which is their due : due to them ,

not merely on the score of population , but also on the score

of appropriate information and intelligence. "

13. For the seats corresponding to these Population Elec

toral Districts , voting , otherwise than in the most surely secret

mode, viz. by delivery, need not be admitted .

14 . On the part of persons possessing the one qualification

required as above, such circumstances, as would be apt to

present themselves in the character of grounds of disqualifi

cation , need not be regarded. Aliens for example would be

admitted : but to such a degree would they be outnumbered ,

that though they were all enemies, no sensible practicalmis

chief could ensue. Females might even be admitted : and

perhaps with as little impropriety or danger, as they are in

the Election of Directors for the government of the 30 or 40

millions of souls in British India .

By all the inequalities and other untoward results put to

gether that could have place in the above plan , no practical

mischief could be produced , equal to thatwhicb, on the pre

sent plan, a single pocket borough is sufficient to produce.

MEANS CONDUCIVE TO APTITUDE IN MEMBERS:

I. Placemen not to vote nor be seated by Election.

The exclusion proposed to be put upon the votes of Place

men , promises to be conducive to the above ends as respeets

probity , - appropriate probity.

By keeping the right of voting out of the hands of persons

possessing other situations , to which, - in the shape ofmoney,

power, reputation, and in other shapes, - advantage in large

masses is attached , - together with expectation of further and

further advantage, in the same and other shapes, all liable to

be taken froin them , without reason assigned , and at the King' s

pleasure :- persons thereby so situated , that, speaking of the

generality of them , it is not in the nature of man that they

should not, on all ordinary occasions, be in the habit of sacri

ticing , and continue disposed to sacrifice, in so far as depends

upon each man 's vote, the general interest of the empire and

their public duty in every shape, to the desire of preserving

such advantageous situations : to that desire, and thence to

the desire and necessity of conforming theinselves to the
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will of the person or persons, be they who they may, on whom

their continuance in such situations depends.

MEANS & c . CONTINUED.

II. Placemen seated by the King,with Speech and Motion ,

without Vote.

r Seating officialpersons, from the official departments,with

out votes, but with the right of speech and motion , subject

to restriction or interdiction by the House is conducive to the

aforesaid ends as respects appropriate intellectual aptitude .

In this way. On the part of the King and his Ministers, it

being all along matter of necessity , to secure for their measures ,

either the co-operation , or, at least the acquiescence of the

House , it will be all along their interest, and therefore natu

rally their endeavour, to find out and station in the House

such persons, as, being furnished with the requisite degree of

obsequiousness as towards his will, are in an eminent degree

distinguished by the talent of persuasion, including that sort

and degree of appropriate intellectual aptitude which is pe

cessary to it. This intelligence, be it what it may, the

House may at all times be thus made to have the full benefit

of, and at the same time, without having its decisions per

petually exposed to be turned aside into a sinister course, by

the weight of so many dependant votes, expressive - not of

any will of the voters, guided by any opinion of their own

concerning the general interest, but of thewill, guided by the

particular and thence sinister interest , of the King, or of

some Minister, or of some private and unknown favourite of

'the King' s.

By this means the King and his Ministers would possess

at all times what, at least in their own view of the matter , is

the best chance, for obtaining, andmaintaining, in the House ,

the only honest kind of influence, viz. the influence of un

derstanding on understanding : and that purified , viz. by the

preceding and following proposed arrangements taken together,

from the dishonest kind of influence, - the exercise of which

is, ou both sides, in the relative situations in question , incon

sistent with appropriate probity, - viz . the influence of will

over will.

Surely it is not necessary or proper, that every man,who

proposes a law or measure in the House, should have a vote

to give in support of it, any more than that every Advocate

who makes a motion in the King 's Bench should bave a vole

to give in support of it on the Bench .
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In the business of judicature, to the giviag to the justice of

the case the benefit of such appropriate intelligence and active

talent as may be afforded by the Advocates on both , it has

never yet been ' thought necessary or so much as conducive,

that the Advocates on either side should take their seats on

the Bench , each of them with a vote equal in its effects to

thatof any of the Judges. . .

MEANS & c. CONTINUED.

III. Elections frequent, annual.

The proposed frequent renewal of Elections promises to be

conducive towards all three of the abovementioned ends.

1. To probity. On the part of each member taken indir

vidually : viz . in case of transgression , by the prospect of

eventual exclusion ; and that speedy, to wit , at the next

Election, at furthest a twelvemonth :

On the part of the whole house taken collectively : viz. by

reducing, io so sinall a quantity, the length of sinister service,

which it would be in the power of the King or his Minnisters,

to purchase , at the hands of any one Member : and increasing

at the same time the number of such lengths of service , as

ere they could secure the commencement or continuance of

any sinister course of government, they would find themselves

under the continually recurring necessity of purchasing, out

of the whole number of members.

By reducing, in so great a degree, whatever inducement a ,

candidate would have, on the occasion of a contest, to launch

out into any such expense, as by straightening his circum

stances , might in the hope of obtaining an indemnification ,

engage him to place himself in a state of dependance on the

King , or this and that set of Ministers ; whether Ministers in

possession or Ministers in expectancy, making in this respect

no difference.

2 . It will be conducive to intellectualaptitude and active

talent. By perpetually holding up to the view of each suc

cessful Candidate, now become a Member, the near prospect

of a fresh Election , on the occasion of which it may happen

to his constituents, to have the choice, of the same or any

additional number, of rival Candidates : for all whom the en .

couragement will be greater and greater , in proportion as, on

his part, any feature of unfitness, absolute or comparative, has

in either of these two shapes, been manifested ; viz . whether

by discourses indicative of ignorance or weakness,by constant,
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silence and inactivity , or by absentation or slackness of attan
dance.

This frequent renewal of elections therefore tends to inspre

due dependance - i. e. dependance as towards constituents.

Due independance - i. e . independance as towards every

other person. is

The mischief is, the giving to anymember of the Commons

House, or to any person in any way connected with him , a

useful and needful place, a needless place, an overpaid place,

a ribbon or other badge of factitious dignity, a baronetcy , a

peerage. The remedy to be obtained by the proposed reform ,

is , - so to order matters, as that on the occasion of the next

general election that has place, the electors, if in their eyes

the appointment wears the character of a bribe, shall have it

in their power to rid themselves of the supposed betrayer of

his trust. fobrie

The impermanence of the situation , to the degree in which

it is secured by annuality of re-election contributes to the

annihilation of corruption, 1 . In proportion to the short- lived

ness of the power, diminishing, both to purchasers, and thence

to sellers, the venal value of it ; — the profit capable of being

reaped by the Vendor by the corrupting the representative in

question, and engaging him to betray his trust : 2. the profit

to Vendor, and thence, in the shape of money or money' s

worth , the price which he is willing to pay, and thence the

corruptible representative be able to receive. In the same

proportion moreover, increases the power of the antiseptic

the corruption - opposing - remedy, placed in the hands of his

constituents : the sooner the time for re-election comes, the

earlier will that remedy be applicable. *

a trei finodir bodo morali prej si

Bakit Jeng MEANS, & c. CONTINUED.

IV . Speeches authentically and promptly published . :

The correct, complete, authentic , and constant taking

down, and regular publication, of all speeches made in the

House, promise tobe conducive to all three ends. Wii

* * Almon's Debates, anno 1744, Jan . 29. — On a motion for annual

Parliaments, in preference to triennial, made in 1741, by Thomas

Carew , these arguments were urged with great force by him , and in

reply to the ministerial advocate, Sir William Yonge, by Sir John

< Phillips, whose son was created, in the presentreign, Lord Milford.

The negative was carried by no more than 145 to 113— majority. no ,

more than 32.
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- To probity . 1. By impressing upon each man's mind the

assurance , that by the public in general, and by his own

constituents in particular, he will thence forward , and then

for the first time, be judged of, and in the only way in which

in his situation a man can be rightly and justly judged of,

according to his works ; held up according to his deserts , to

esteem or dis- esteem , for every thing which he has said , and

not, as happens but too often at present, for saying that

which he has not said .

. 2 . In so far as concerns veracity and sincerity , by operating

as a check upon those misrepresentations, which for the pur

pose of the moment, are so apt to be hazarded, under favour

of the at present indispensable rule , which precludes reference

to anterior debates : misrepresentations respecting the speak

er's own opinion , respecting facts at large, and respecting

the speeches of other members-- misrepresentations, some

times resulting from carelessness and temerity , sometimes

accompanied with insincerity, or in other words, with wilful

falsehood .

It promises to conduce to intellectual aptitude.

1 . By furnishing to each member , on the occasion of each

motion , a correct and complete view , of whatsoever evidences

and arguments, have on the occasion of the same motion ,

or any other past motion , - been brought forward : thereby

furnishing him with better and safer grounds on which to

found his opinion, his speeches, if any, and his vote , than

ean be furnished by any other means.

2 . By impressing upon each man's mind , that assurance of

being judged ofaccording to his words, which has just been

brought to view , iu the character of a security for appropriate

probity . For the more correct the judgment which he is .

assured will be passed upon that part of his works, the greater

will be his exertions to save himself from the dishonour of

being found wanting in point ofappropriate intellectual apti

tude.

3 . By keeping out of the House such persons as, on the

ground of experience, shall, either in their own judgment, or

that of their Constitutional Judges, have been found unable to

abide this text.

MEANS, & c. CONTINUED.

V . Attendance,punctual and general, secured .

Constancy and punctuality of attendance, on the part of

each member , and thence of the whole House, promises to con

duce to the desired ends ;
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1. To probity . By insuring attendance in that place,

where , in point of moral duty , his attendance is due, on all

occasions possible. For though he durst not appear and

openly support a bad measure, yet his absence is equal to half

his support, by leaving unopposed what he ought to have

opposed , or by leaving unsupported what he ought to have

supported .

2. To intellectual aptitude : for the more frequent a man's

attendance , the greater his experience ; and the greater his

experience, the more perfect is that branch of his intellectual

aptitude which consists in an acquaintance with the nature

of his business, whatsoever it may be.

3 . To active talent. Themore frequent a man's attendance,

the greater will be his experience : and, be the business what

it may, the greater his experience in the examination and

management ofit is , the greater willbe his expertness at it :

that expertness, which is , at the same time, the effect of

active talent, and the cause ofit.

It will be asked how this requisite attendance is to be se

cured ? The answer is , by the forfeiture of the seat, as a neg

ligence on the part of a Trustee involves a forfeiture of the

Trust. Thus let the operation of Election recur with the

proposed degree of frequency , and the remedy is obtained .

Let a sure and effectual notification of every such act of trans

gression be registered . To this purpose a regular and au

thentic publication , of Two Tables of the following descrip

tions, would obviously suffice :

Table I. DAILY GENERAL ATTENDANCE TABLE : ex

hibiting , for each day, the name of every member present at

any time of the sitting , together with the part taken by each,

on each question on which there has been a division .

Table II. ANNUAL -INDIVIDUAL ATTENDANCE TABLE :

exhibiting on every day of sitting throughout the year, for

the instruction of his constituents, the conduct of each repre

sentative, in respect of attendance, vote, and speech : with

the grounds of excuse, ifany, for each default, in case of non

attendance .

N . B . This may appear visionary to those who have not

read Mr. Bentham 's work, p . 24, where he shews the

practicability.

It is well known, that on extraordinary occasions, and for

party motives, tables, and reports of a very similar nature ,

are actually published .

Aa
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INCONVENIENCES INCIDENT TO ELECTIONS,

AND ELECTIONS JUDICATURE.

The inconveniences attendant on Elections may be com

prehended under two heads : viz , 1. To Candidates, expence

and vexation : 2 . On the part of Electors and persons at large,

loss of time (a loss which is of itself equivalent to so much

expence) idleness, drunkenness , quarrels, mischief to person

and property on the occasion of riots .

The sources of the expence are many.

I. That given , with a view to the Election , though antece

deutly to a vacancy, and thence penalty proof, - entertain

ments : instruments of corruption , defying all limitation, as

well in point of number as in pointof expence !

2. Previously to the Election, expence of drawing up and

publisbing advertisements, in newspapers and hand bills .

3 . At previous meeting, - on the Election -day at the place

of election , - expence of engaging persons to attend as Clerks,

and make minutes of proceedings.

4 . In the case of distant potes.

5 . Money given for votes directly and indirectly.

6 . In case of a scrutiny , Expences of Counsel, Attornies ,

and other Agents, employed in the attack and defence of the

disputed votes.

7. Occasional law -suits ; produced by the uncertainties

which, to so great an extent, hang over the title to Election

right, and the intrigues employed for the creation, preserva

tion, or destruction of such rights.

The inconveniences attendant on Election Judicature , are

Expences, vexations, and delays.

Expences. l. In fees to Counsel : viz . for opinions, and,

in case of a trial before an Election -Committee of the House

of Commons, for attendances day after day , at the Committee.

2 . In money paid to Witnesses for expences of journies and

loss of time. 3 . In fees to Attornies and other Agents, for

carrying on the cause, as above. 4 . Occasionally, in the ex

pences of suits at law , concerning such offices as , in the case

of seats for Boroughs, confer the right of voting on the elec

tion of Members, or , in someway or other , the means of in

Auencing such Elections.

Vexations. 1. In that burthen of attendance which falls

upon the members (fifteen in number) , of whom the judica

ture is composed : - - 2 . In those vexations which , on that

occasion , in the shape of anxiety , candidate 's experience , or

are liable to experience :- 3 . and in those which fall upon

such witnesses , in whose instance such compensation money
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as happens to be allowed to them as above, is, or is thought

to be, more or less inadequate.

Delays. 1 . In the stop so frequently put to the business of

the House , by the anxiety of members to avoid serving on

these judicatories. On the occasion of the sort of Lottery ,

by which the fifteen who are to serve on each cause are deter

mined, - to avoid being thus impounded, they have frequently

been known to absent themselves, in such numbers, as not to

leave in attendance the number necessary to constitute a

House. 2 . In the length of time, during which , in case of an

undue return , the Electors instead of the person who in their

eyes is most fit, see their share of power exercised by one

who , in their eyes may be to any degree unfit : and the Can

didate, whose right it was to be returned , loses thebenefit of

that right.

ELECTION INCONVENIENCES

MEANS FOR THEIR REMOVAL

The above-mentioned means promise to be conducive to the

removal of the inconveniences, attendant, as above, on Elec

tions and Election Judicature, in the matter of expence, by

striking off at one stroke all expences whatsoever ; except

such as are comparatively inconsiderable , - such as those

incurred in the publication of advertisements by the Candi

dates , and those incurred accidentally on the occasion of pre

vious meetings.

To render this effect apparent, the slightest glance at the

above-mentioned sources of expence will suffice.

1. Loss of time, drunkenness, idleness, and riots, have for

their cause large concourses of people , with entertainments

given to Electors by candidates, or their Friends. But, any

such large concourse of people will have no object : nor (votes

being secret) will any man be at any such expence in giving

entertainments, the receivers of which may, for aughthe can

know , be composed, in as large a proportion of his adversa
ries as of his friends.

2 . The expence of conveyance and refreshment, in the case

of distant voters, will be struck off altogether . For, there

cannot be any pretence either for offering or receiving money

on that score, when the utmost effect, that could be expected

from the longest journey, may equally be produced by a paper

put into the post.

3 . As to Lawyers, Clerks, and other Agents , neither on the

occasion of the collecting the votes at the place of election ,

nor on any such occasion as that of an Election Committee
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of the House, can there be either use or room for any such as

sistance . All that the Returning Officer will have to do, is

out of theboxes denominated from the several candidates, to

count the number of voting -papers that have been put into

each box : observing only whether the sum mentioned by the
Collector as received , be really in each instance either equal

to, or greater than , theminimum required by the law to consti

tute a qualification .

As to vexations, - -such as those from the obligation of ser

ving on Election Judicatories, and from the delays attendant

on such judicature, — there would be no such judicature : and

there would be no such judicature, because there would be no

thing to try : - unless, by possibility , and that withott proba

bility , any such offence should be committed , as, by the Col

lector , a refusal to sign and deliver the duplicate receipt on

the Voting Paper ; - or, by a Postmaster, a suppression of

a multitude of such papers at the Postoffice, or by a Return

ing Officer, a false return , respecting this or that one out

of a small number of matters of fact , all of them simple, and

in their nature either of themselves notorious, or easily made

notorious.

· When by the shortness of a man's time in his seat, and the

multitude of the persons, to each of whom , at the hazard of

being betrayed by any one of them , and this, without any

tolerable assurance of his giving his vote in favour of the

briber, the bribe would be to be offered , when by all these

means together , the obtainment of a seat by bribery is render

ed, as it would be, to so unprecedented a degree improbable,

it does not seem possible to divine by what means a candidate,

generally deemed the less worthy, should obtain an effectual

preference, to the exclusion of one generally deemed the more

worthy.

· The effect of the open method hitherto in use , has been to

force Electors, -- and that in a number to which there are no

limits, — to give their vote in favour of the less worthy , to the

exclusion of the more worthy candidate, - on pain of suffering

greatly in their worldly interest.

But, in the secret method — If,-- in the event of his voting

in favour of him , who in his estimation , is the less worthy

candidate , in preference to him who in his opinion , is the

more worthy candidate, a man sees no prospect of advantage

to himself, nor of disadvantage in the contrary event, it

seems not too much to hope and expect, that his vote will

most commonly be in favour of that candidate who, in his

opinion , is the more worthy candidate . If conscience will
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not do this, it willdonothing. But assuredly, the less deep

ly men are led , or lead themselves, into temptation , the

more likely they will be to be delivered , or to deliver them ,

selves from evil.

Here then is the antidote to that power, — which by means

of the relation between Landlord and Tenant, between Cus

tomer and Dealer, between employer and person em ployed ;

in a word , between Patron and Dependant, forces men to

vote against their consciences. Thus will be removed that

corruption which men of overswaying opulence possess and

exercise , over men less favoured by the gifts of fortune, which

is so falsely termed “ the legitimate influence of property ,"

and idly spoken of as that foundation stone , by the removal of

which “ the subversion of the constitution, ” would be effected.

By this plan of Parliamentary Reform , the lower classes

would be most particularly benefitted . It being to so con

siderable an additional extent, the interest of the higher

classes , to maintain , in their intercourse with the lower

classes, an uniform and constant course of justice, kindness,

and courtesy, - hence, by each individual of those highet

classes, in proportion as his conduct is fashioned by that

interest , the feelings of the lower classes will be respected ,

and their interests cousulted and treated with regard.

Such is the imperfect outline of a work that reflects more

honour on the cause of Reform , than all the others put to

gether . Corruption would fain have had it burnt by the

Common Hangman, was she not afraid of making her base

ness if possible more notorious.

How curious that neither the Edinburgh nor the Quarterly

Reviews should have even alluded to the existence of such a

work , from such a character ! Are its arguments unanswer

able ? Is the character of the author above imputation ?

FINIS .

F . Marshall, Printer ,

Kenton Street, Brunswick Sanare.



ERRATA.

A few sentences in page 22 are borrowed from a Pampblet of Mr.

Roscoe's, and were inadvertently omitted to be marked as such.

Page 28, for degression read digression .

Page 179, in the note, for denying read decrying.

Page 253, for scurrilousread schirrous.

Page 281, in the comparison of price of labour and value of bread,

the first line should run — 1760, labour. 55, per week , would

purchase 28 loaves , instead of 23 .

Page 288 wrongly numbered 280.

Page 341, for 1872 read 1782.

Directions to the Binder.

Place the Statistical Map after page 204.
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To the P U B L I C .

AN

HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE

FACTS, MOTIVES, AND REASONS,

Which lay Mademoiſelle la Chevalière D 'EON under the Neceflity

of making, in her Life - time, a Public Sale of all the polelles in

London , in order to ſatisfy and pay her Creditors before her

Departure for Paris.

JUSTITIA SOROR FIDES !

I HE Chevalière D 'EON , who in the month of Novem .

ber 1785 returned to London for no other purpoſe than

that of paying her debts , and of collecting what was due

to her, has not hitherto been able to ſucceed in this double

object of her wilhes.

The reigning King, Louis XVI, ſenible of the mili

tary and political ſervices of Mademoiſelle D 'Eon , as well

as of her innocence, and the misfortunes ſhe had expe

rienced , nobly and generouſly cauſed to be remitted, on

the 17th of October, 1775, (by means of Monf. de Beau .
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